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NEW QUESTION: 1
Select the CORRECT statement about exception handling in custom
Class mediators.
A. If you throw any exception that is a subclass of Java's
Exception class, the fault sequence will be triggered.
B. To facilitate better debugging, you need to set ERROR_CODE,
ERROR_MESSAGE, and ERROR_DETAIL properties inside the Class
mediator.
C. Both statement a and b are incorrect.
D. To invoke a fault sequence for handling errors, you need to
throw an AxisException from the Class mediator whenever
required.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
During a system reload, theRSTDLOcommand is mistakenly
canceled.When the restore is reattempted,message CPF9032
"Document interchange session not started" is returned.
Which step{s) will resume the restore?
A. Run the RCLDLO command Run the RSTDLO command D Run the
DSPJOBLOG command and note the position value of the last item
restored Run the RSTDLO RSTFLR CALL) command with the POSITION
parameter set to the value listed for the last item restored
B. Run the command RSTDLO RSTFLR (*NEW)
C. Run the RCLSTG command Run the RSTDLO RSTFLR ('NEW) command
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a Nonstop environment, a difference between a system and a
user process is that a system process_______.
A. can be stopped by a TACL stop command
B. can be run only in processors 0 and 1, whereas a user
process can be run in any processor
C. cannot be stopped by a TACL stop command
D. can be run only in a processor that was cold loaded, whereas
a user process can be run in any processor
Answer: C
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